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network [4] [5] .
As mobile backhaul network connects the mobile communication base stations to BSC/RNC, it has to transfer the bandwidth requirements of the diverse generation technologies, such as 2G, 3G, 4G, and WiMAX. So mobile backhaul network has migrated from TDM/ATM network to all-IP based one via the hybrid of both technologies [2] [3] .
As RAN(Radio Access Network) system connects There are challenges in realizing virtual circuits over packet networks, with interfaces satisfying the same performance characteristics as the circuit switched networks [7] [8] . Figure 2 shows RAN system architecture. RAN system can transfer the traffics through IP/MPLS transport network, and the traffics of BS also can be transferred using point-to-point wireless transport technology (wireless bridge). And it provides QoS which can the priority according to the traffic characteristics. Also it connects BS to mobile backhaul network through T1/E1, Ethernet, and ATM interfaces in cell site [6] [7] . Ⅳ. RAN system model and performance The whole link bandwidth is 1Gbps, and the throughput is gained according to the packet length with changing the load by 10%, 50%, 90% for this bandwidth. the study for mobile backhaul LTE will be done.
Ⅱ. Mobile backhaul network technologies

Ⅲ. RAN architecture
